
Ordinary men are the ones most often called upon to perform extraordinary acts in the making                
of history. When twenty year old Edwin Wright made the decision to swap his civilian clothes                
for a dark blue uniform, he more than likely was not thinking of becoming a martyr for a cause                   
or a hero of an event. No, his elevated pulse rate was most likely caused by a surge of adrenalin                    
created from the excitement of going on a wonderful adventure in some far off places that he                 
would never otherwise have had the opportunity to visit. Finally, he was going to see other parts                 
of the world than just the green mountains and valleys of Addison County, Vermont. He was                
trading farm chores for new and different duties. Oh yes, he still had to put up with an imposed                   
routine, but it was going to be exciting; it would be fresh and different – constantly changing.                 
There would be new faces and places. Life would be novel and varied. Just donning the blue suit                  
with its flashy brass buttons made his heart race. It was pride in carrying the extra forty pounds                  
on his back that made the spine straight, not the amount of weight. There was a high degree of                   
romanticism in the mind’s eye of every man standing at attention in a dressed line evenly spaced                 
and straight as an arrow. No man wanted to be the one who faltered in the execution of drills or                    
be the one who was out of step with the rest on the march. Pure pride drove every recruit to                    
tolerate the incessant repetitive drills and the bark of commands that became their daily rations               
of conduct and behavior. As an added incentive to excel in their duties was the apparitions of the                  
Green Mountain Boys standing right behind them in the ranks, encouraging them to be the best                
soldiers they could be. 

 
Edwin C. Wright was the oldest son, and the first born child (1841-1862) of Alonzo Wright                

(1817-1901) and Phebe C. Meader (1818-1916).[1] Edwin was one of three children born to the               
couple. He had a younger brother named George Henry (1842-1929) and a sister, Eliza A.               
(1852-1930).[2] Alonzo had been born in Lisbon, New York. Phebe was a native of Starksboro,               
Vermont.[3] Alonzo was a life-long farmer in Bristol. In 1860, his total estate value was marked at                 
slightly over $2,000.[4] Although not a wealthy man, Alonzo was easily able to comfortable              
support his small family of five people. 

 
By 1860, Edwin had reached the age of majority (nineteen) and had moved out of his parent’s                 

home. In fact, he was living with Artemas and Harriet Wood and their five children in                
Starksboro. Artemas was a laborer. The 1860 Census did not list an occupation for Edwin. Since                
Artemas was a laborer and Edwin was not listed as an apprentice or hired helper or an intern of                   
any sort, and was living with people who were not blood relatives, it was assumed Edwin also                 
was employed at some menial labor job, most likely working as a laborer on some local farm.[5]  

 
When the American Civil War erupted on another April morning in 1861 in Charleston              

Harbor, it took only two days for the news to reach all of Vermont. The flurry of excitement and                   
martial activity the news spawned was incredible. Anyone who had military memorabilia stored             
in the attic or in some closet got it out for display. If they had an old uniform and it still fit, it was                        
put on and worn with an air of pride and bluster. The young and naïve clogged the streets                  
looking for the military recruiter who was looking for young men to support the cause. The                
overwhelming need to swear allegiance to the Union manifested itself in a revival of patriotism               
unseen since Lexington and Concord. The ball had been opened in South Carolina and every               
person young of limb and heart swarmed to the dance. They could not volunteer fast enough.                
Everyone knew the whole affair was going to be over with one battle and no one wanted to miss                   



their chance to be part of the event. Unfortunately, neither the North nor the South were prepared                 
for a war on the scale of this civil rebellion.  

 
Neither side was physically or mentally prepared for combat. There was a critical lack of just                

about everything needed to field an effective army. Perhaps the most crucial lack of resources               
that existed on that April 12, 1861 was chasmic lack of leadership; there was nearly a complete                 
absence of men who had any previous type of military experience let alone prior knowledge of                
how to conduct a successful campaign of war in the field. The few minor engagements that                
occurred between April and June of 1861, like Big Bethel, demonstrated clearly just how              
ignorant each side was in conducting the art of war. If there was any doubt in anyone’s mind of                   
how unprepared the North in particular was, the Battle of First Bull Run put the nation on alert.                  
President Lincoln knew he had the tiger by the tail immediately after the July 1861 affair – he                  
put out a call for 300,000 additional troops for three years rather than for ninety days service.                 
The eligible male population answered in droves. Twenty year old Edwin C. Wright, standing              
five feet ten inches tall, a farmer from Starksboro, Vermont, with a light complexion, gray eyes                
and brown hair, stood before Captain Parker on September 30, 1861 in Bristol and pledged the                
next three years of his life to defending the Union. He was assigned to Company A, Sixth                 
Regiment Vermont Infantry.[6] Then, on October 15, 1861, Private Wright, along with the rest of               
the volunteers in the Sixth Vermont, met in Montpelier, Vermont to be mustered-in. [7]  

 
The Sixth Vermont Regiment was raised from volunteers in all parts of the State within two                

weeks from the time Secretary of War Stanton contacted Vermont's Governor Erastus Fairbanks             
following the debacle of First Bull Run in July of 1861. Within thirty-three days of its formation                 
and acceptance into the service of the United States Army, the Sixth was enroute to its first duty                  
station in Washington, D.C. It was immediately sent to Camp Griffin near Lewinsville, Virginia              
where it joined the Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth regiments to form the First Vermont Brigade                
- the "Old Vermont Brigade". During the winter cantonment at Camp Griffin, the Sixth suffered               
terribly from diseases. There were 278 cases of typhoid fever, 330 of measles, 90 of diphtheria                
and 180 of mumps. Being used to clean air, isolation, eating wholesome and plentiful food and                
getting robust exercise doing their chores, the Vermonters were decimated by the cramped             
contact with urban carriers of diseases they had no immunity to, subjected to monotonous meals               
ill prepared and infrequently supplied, exposed to the elements and exhaustive duties and             
surrounded by sickness caused by the lack of reasonable sanitation in the camps perpetuated by               
the careless and torpid behavior of indifferent camp mates. The mortality among the vulnerable              
Vermonters was great, amounting to more than 50 deaths. Without any natural immunities to              
their infectious companions and considering the exposure and poor diet they were subjected to,              
the results in the ranks of the Vermonters was very similar to that which occurred among the                 
native Americans of this country after their initial contact with white Europeans in the early               
settlement period of our history.[8]  

 
Finally, the pestilent filled winter of 1861-1862 ended in March when McClellan’s Army of              

the Potomac’s bugles roused 65,000 men, including more than 13,000 Vermonters, from their             
slumbers.[9] The air was moist from recent rains; the trees and bushes were just beginning to                
blossom, sending their sweet perfume out on the gently breezes. Something else also filled the               
air – anticipation. Something big was about to happen. Unknown to the common private, Union               
General George B. McClellan was putting his new plan of action to capture the Rebel capital,                



Richmond, into motion. It would be known as the Peninsula Campaign. On March 23, a Sunday,                
the Vermonters, with bands playing and flags flying, were loaded aboard paddle wheelers and              
ships of other kinds to be transferred to Fortress Monroe on the Virginia Peninsula. They were                
debarked and immediately sent inland. The Old Brigade soon passed by the scene of an earlier                
engagement with the Confederates at Big Bethel. A brief encounter with the enemy sent the five                
regiments of Green Mountain Boys back to Newport News. By April 4, the entire Army of the                 
Potomac was on the Peninsula enjoying swimming in the ocean and gorging on oysters while the                
ever cautious McClellan debated what to do next. Ten miles away, on the Richmond side of the                 
Warwick River, thousands of Confederates, like so many eager beavers, were damming up the              
sluggish stream that nearly ran clear across the Peninsula, forming s series of deep ponds along                
it. At one of those sites called Lee’s Mill the Rebels also constructed rifle pits beyond the pond.                  
Beyond those, on elevated and cleared ground, formidable earthworks with sufficient numbers of             
canon were positioned.  

 
Arriving at Lee’s Mills, the Vermonters were positioned in the woods along the stream. On               

April 16, the Third and Fourth Vermont Regiments were advanced to the riverbank at the dam.                
Artillery on both sides fired intermittently. McClellan ordered an attack on the Confederates             
waiting on the other side of the dammed up stream. The pond was 150 feet across and of                  
unknown depth. Two companies were chosen, about 192 men, to make the dangerous charge.              
The Union soldiers would have to hold their muskets and cartridge boxes above their heads as                
they crossed the pond. This rendered them unable to load and fire as they waded across until they                  
had reached dry land on the Confederate side. Among those privates in the designated companies               
was the Third Vermont’s most famous soldier, William Scott – The Sleeping Sentinel. The              
nearly two hundred Vermont men plowed into the water of the pond on the run and rushed                 
towards the Confederates in their rifle pits as fast as they could. George French, a corporal in the                  
Third, a teamster from Mount Mansfield a few months earlier, recalled: “It makes my heart sick                
to think of it. The ground was dotted with our comrades dead and the creek was crimson with the                   
blood of our wounded.” [10] William Scott was one of the first Vermonters to reach dry land on                  
the other side of the stream. It was reported by his comrades who survived the charge that he was                   
hit by five or six Rebel bullets at the water’s edge. The Green Mountain Boys were able to drive                   
the Southerners from their pits back to their main line of defense. For an hour they held on to                   
their advanced position while hot lead and iron flew around and over them. Reinforcements were               
expected but none came. Messages were sent back across the pond but no responses were               
received. Finally, a third messenger brought orders to retreat. That meant wadding again back              
across the open pond without any protection. A young soldier from Lamoille County said of the                
water in the pond, “It was just like sap boiling in that stream, the bullets fell so thick.” Of the 192                     
men who had crossed and re-crossed the stream, just 100 came back unharmed.[11]  

 
Meanwhile, downstream of the Third, the Sixth Vermont also had orders to cross the river.               

Most of them forded the Warwick unharmed. However, three of five company officers were shot               
in the crossing of the river, one fatally. Captain David B. Daveport of Roxbury was wounded                
while crossing. He was helped to safety by an eleven year old drummer boy – his son, Henry.                  
Some men of the Sixth attempted to rush the Confederate rifle pits but were repulsed. Colonel                
Nathan Lord, commanding the Sixth, saw the futility of the frontal attack and order it broken                
off.[12] Sometime in the going or coming, Private Wright of the Sixth, received a gruesome               



gunshot wound to his right ankle just above the joint.[13] Although a nasty wound, it was not a                  
fatal one by itself. 

 
The fight at Lee’s Mills had been a waste of time and blood. It was the Vermonters’ first                  

exposure to assaulting entrenched troops. The only thing gained in the whole affair was the               
knowledge that the Green Mountain Boys would follow orders even in the face of almost certain                
death. Two weeks later, the Confederates retreated leaving their rifle pits, dam, pond and              
earthworks to the Yankees. Under a flag of truce, a Union officer and a Confederate officer met                 
in the middle of Dam No. 1 to negotiate an agreement on returning the Vermont dead.                
Twenty-nine blackened and putrefying bodies were carried to the middle of the dam where they               
were handed over to Vermont soldiers who buried them in the woods of the Garrow farm.                
Casualties for the engaged Vermonters were reported as forty-four killed and one hundred             
forty-eight wounded. In the subsequent days following the Battle of Lee’s Mills, Burnt             
Chimneys or Dam No.1 as it was called by various groups, twenty-one of the wounded would die                 
of their injuries.[14] Among them would be Private Edwin C. Wright. 

 
From the site of the Battle of Lee’s Mills in the Virginia Peninsula, Private Wright was                

transported to the Nowat Hospital at Fortress Monroe on or about April 16, 1862.[15] He remained                
at Fortress Monroe for treatment and recovery from his wound throughout the rest of April and                
well into May. But his condition did not improve and, by late May, he was transferred to the                  
Marine Hospital in Burlington, Vermont. Fortunately, a piece of his medical records, the             
“Medical Descriptive List” was found which detailed the date of his wounding, character of              
wound, nature of operation if any, and the result kept by the surgeon in charge of the hospital                  
ward in which the patient was treated. The initial completion of the record was done by a                 
surgeon at Fortress Monroe: 

 
“Wounded at Lee’s Mills April 16, 1862. Ball entered in front 
just above right ankle, was extracted from same opening. Abscess 
formed below external malleolus, opened May 5. Extensive 
sloughing ulcer.” [16]  
 
The description of the wound told some interesting details about Private Wright’s injury. For              

one, the bullet’s energy when it struck him must have been nearly spent. If it had not been fired                   
from long range, the soft lead .58 caliber slug would have shattered upon hitting bone and, most                 
likely, have mangled or shot off completely the ankle bones that fill that joint. No amputation of                 
the foot was mentioned in Private Wright’s medical log. A fast moving projectile would also               
have passed right through bone, leaving no bullet to extract as the surgeon’s notes described. The                
formation of an abscess indicated the wound was infected and not healing properly. This was               
opened and drained on May 3. The doctor later reported that “a sloughing ulcer” had formed on                 
the wounded area. Again, a sign of improper healing. By May 7, the surgeon was recording that                 
a “three inch in diameter malleolar ulcer” had formed at the site of the wound, but that it was                   
“granulating” which was a sign of healing. Sometime after May 7 but before June 1, Private                
Wright was transferred from Fortress Monroe to the Marine General Hospital in Burlington for              
further treatment and recovery. Here his medical records end because they were continued in              
Vermont Case Book 2, pg 61.[17] This document was not found. The next date given in                
connection to Private Wright and his recovery was found in his compiled service records. It               



simply stated he had died on June 1, 1862 at Burlington, Vermont.[18] One document associated               
with his death provided an interesting detail. His “Record of Death And Internment” stated that               
his “remains were removed to Bristol by friends June first, 1862.” [19]  
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